


Loosen the big screw with a handle
in the red circle and lift the top bar

vertically 
UPDATE! The big "flower" screw in the picture is replaced by

a screw with a handle 

Step 1

top bar



Tighten and leave the screw with a
handle

Furth
er th

e angle can be adjusted

fro
m 45 to 90 degrees



a) Pull up the levers 
DON'T SPIN

b) Open the y-shaped legs

Step 2
Quick releaselever clamps

y-shaped legsy-shaped legs

c) Push the levers down in the direction
of Y-shaped legs 

Levers up





a) Slide and tighten one wheel onto the base bar.

 b) Place this bar into the y-shaped base part.
Untwist the screws enough in order not to scratch the bar,

when you insert/move it.
c) Slide and tighten the second wheel on the base part.

d) And tighten all the screws at the base afterwards.

Step 3



Assembling the front module

Step 4



Short

a) Untwist the screws of the front
module enough

b) Insert both L-bars to the front
module: long L-bar on top, short L-bar

at bottom 

Lo
ng



a) Place the adjustable clamps in the front
module

b)Unscrew the adjustable clamps, slide the
frame in and tighten the screws

Step 5



Adjust to height

Step 6



Install the front module in desired position and
tighten the screws

Step 7



Adjust tilt of the module for your right
or left hand

Step 8



Step 9

Side module

Small tilt of the module is

acceptable

Use a side module  with frames up to 60cm/23,6"

up to 60cm/23,6"



Move the wheel bar depending on your needs
or better stability (for ex.a lamp, tablet holder,

accessory module, etc are attached to the right
then you move the wheel bar a little to the right





To reach the backside loosen the
clamp and turn your frame



To move your Monstrik carry the stand's
weight to the wheels bar slightly

protective pads



Enjoy the productive stitching
process with the Monstrik!


